Polygraph Pro Suite
THE BEST INSTRUMENT DELIVERS THE BEST RESULTS

The Highest Standards
Limestone Technologies Inc. is a trusted partner in credibility assessment. We have earned our
reputation through our commitment to designing solutions that meet the highest quality and safety
standards. We believe in challenging the status quo and raising the bar on expectations. Our medical
grade Polygraph Pro Suite delivers quality results that our clients can trust.

For over a decade our company has steadfastly
remained committed as a partner in community safety.
Limestone Technologies Inc. is a trusted and reliable provider
of specialized psychophysiological products, services and
solutions. We believe in building lasting customer relationships
and we achieve this by providing professional services that are
complimented by outstanding after-sales support. We are dedicated
to continuously elevating our brand through our commitment to
innovation, quality and superior customer service.

Contact us today for a competitive quote!

1.866.765.9770

T: 613.386.1583 | F: 613.767.9006 | LimestoneTech.com

youtube.com/limestonetechinc
Software Tutorials & Product Information

Polygraph Pro Suite
THE BEST INSTRUMENT DELIVERS THE BEST RESULTS
Polygraph Pro Suite provides examiners with a powerful testing solution that
has been designed to the highest standards. We go above and beyond minimum
requirements and provide our clients with medical grade hardware for accurate data
acquisition complimented by software that delivers a range of analytical and time
saving features. With Polygraph Pro Suite, examiners can focus on the examination
and deliver their test results with confidence.
Visit our website LimestoneTech.com for a complete list of our all-inclusive
Polygraph Pro packages.

Paragon
Acquisition System
The pinnacle of biomedical polygraph instrumentation has arrived. Our new compact design features nine
flush mounted nickel plated brass alloy Lemo connectors for medical grade performance. Examiners can
complete their important work with confidence using this CE certified instrumentation.

Brass Alloy Nickel Plated Lemo Connectors
Precision data acquisition begins with quality connectors.
These medically approved connectors are made of nickel plated
brass and each connector is key-aligned to ensure an easy and
secure connection.

High Speed, High Retention USB Interface
The Paragon Acquisition System utilizes the latest high speed high
retention USB technology. This industrial strength USB offers a
high speed connection that requires a minimum of 5 lbs force to
disconnect from the instrument.
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24 Bit Signal Resolution

3x Increased Sampling Rate

Provides a clean image of the physiology being collected for

We have strived to provide examiners with the most data w
 ithout

detailed chart review and evaluation.

encountering over-sampling and aliasing issues.

DataPac_USB
The eight channel DataPac_USB offers medical quality instrumentation at an
economical price point. The DataPac continues to be the benchmark for quality
polygraph instrumentation and is only rivalled by our nine channel Paragon.
This instrument incorporates medical quality components to produce the best
instrument and the best results.
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Polygraph Pro Software
STREAMLINED SOFTWARE DESIGN WHERE FORM MEETS FUNCTION

Relevant

Organized

MicrosoftTM .Net Framework

Efficient Database Management

Polygraph Pro Suite is written in the .NET Framework environment ensuring that

Review charts post-test with a range of scoring utilities and algorithms

it complies with all relevant development practices. Polygraph Pro clients

Generate and auto-fill standardized report templates

can expect expedited upgrades to the software thanks to the responsive nature

Collect examinee biometric information

of the .NET Framework.

Compress charts for transmission via email or secure FTP server
Archive charts to external drives/CDs/DVDs
Review audio/video files

Efficient

Powerful

User-friendly Report Builder+

Innovative Scoring Features

Save time with our efficient Report Builder+.

Computerized measurements

Create standardized report templates with our

OSS and ESS scoring algorithms

easy to use Report Builder+ and complete all

PLE vasomotor measurements

subsequent reports with the click of a button.

ChartStacker for global scoring
Relative Response Magnitude graphs

Vasomotor Response

OSS and ESS Scoring

Movement Monitoring
System (MMS)
WHY HAVE FIVE TRACINGS…WHEN YOU ONLY NEED ONE?
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All-in-One Tracing with Custom Annotations
Our exclusive Movement Monitoring System seamlessly integrates with Polygraph
Pro Suite and allows examiners to record an additional five countermeasure
sensors. Dynamic display options include individual tracings or a single tracing
with custom annotations. The MMS All-in-One Tracing allows examiners to
maximize chart display while identifying the origin of each movement.

Comprehensive
Countermeasure Detection
Compliment your polygraph suite with our
dedicated countermeasure solution. With this
innovative product examiners not only have the
ability to see that there was a movement during
the examination but now they are able to identify
the location of the movement. This exclusive
Movement Monitoring System seamlessly
integrates with Polygraph Pro and requires
a minimal amount of chart area for powerful
countermeasure detection.

State of the Art
Movement Sensors
Our line of StingRay_SE countermeasure
cushions utilize the latest Piezo electronic film
technology to deliver a sensitive and accurate
movement detection sensor. We have also taken
into account the importance of portability and
durability in our sensor designs for longevity in
the field. Our line of sensors includes seat, arm,
feet and masseter.

Polygraph Peripherals
High quality components designed by examiners for examiners

Nonin PureSAT® Pulse Oximeter

Limestone Technologies Exclusive FingerCuff

A VALUABLE ADDITION TO YOUR POLYGRAPH SUITE

A RELIABLE ALTERNATIVE TO THE TRADITIONAL BLOOD PRESSURE CUFF

The Polygraph Pro vasomotor ratio recording tool provides examiners with:

The Limestone Technologies FingerCuff can

Comprehensive and easy to interpret numeric ratios of vasomotor reactions
Dedicated channel marker that visually displays the magnitude of suppression
Highly accurate assessment between comparison and relevant questions
Conformity to current recommended methodologies for collecting and
evaluating PLE data

be used on any examinee during any type of
examination without the discomfort of the
traditional arm cuff. The result is a comfortable
testing experience for the examinee and
precision cardio data for the examiner.

Arm Cuff

fingerCuff

Available Online
We offer a complete range of polygraph
peripherals and accessories. Visit our online
catalog and place an order in just a few clicks:
LimestoneTech.com

Polygraph Examination Chairs

Functionality Check Utility

CUSTOMIZED SEATING SOLUTIONS

Ensure Optimal Operation

Portable or stationary, whatever

The Polygraph Pro Functionality Check Utility allows

your testing requirements,

examiners to routinely test the functionality of their

Limestone Technologies offers a

polygraph components to ensure optimal operation.

tailored seating solution designed

We believe in maintaining checks and balances

by examiners for examiners.

and these detailed reports help examiners keep a
thorough record of instrumentation functionality.

Total Care Warranties
COVERAGE THAT PROVIDES PEACE OF MIND

Polygraph Pro Suite Total Care Warranties provide examiners with the latest software
advancements as well as the security that comes with immediate instrument replacement
coverage. Each Polygraph Pro Suite solution is covered by a Total Care Warranty that includes:

Immediate instrument replacement coverage
Unlimited software updates
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When Limestone Technologies entered the polygraph profession in 2003 we

that our warranty programs are optional. Most importantly, all Polygraph Pro

wanted to make a difference. We immediately sought out seasoned examiners

clients, regardless of warranty coverage are entitled to free technical support

in the field and listened. We wanted Polygraph Pro Suite to be a reflection of

for life.

what was important to our clients; streamlined applications for seamless test
operation, automatic measurement and scoring features, and a range of tools

All Polygraph Pro Silver and Gold solutions include a Three Year Total Care

for conveniently sharing and storing examinations. Next we invested resources

Warranty which includes three years of immediate instrument replacement

into building a knowledgeable software development team that would also

coverage and unlimited software upgrades. Following expiration, clients who

back the software and provide expedited support solutions. Our commitment

appreciate the peace of mind that comes with our warranties can choose to

to providing the best software and support in the profession is what led to

renew their coverage. To learn more about our Total Care Warranties visit

our Total Care Warranties and it’s important to us that examiners understand

LimestoneTech.com.
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